
Questions on the Crum vm, 1999 
Tossups by Carnegie-Mellon (Bill Tressler) 

1. An anti-Federalist veteran named William Mooney founded it in 1789, complete with mock 
Indi~ ceremonies intended to make fun of its aristocratic rival, the Society of Cincinnati. In 
1805 it was incorporated as a charitable organization for the aid of immigrants, but its focus had 
shifted to politics by 1854, when it used its clout among Irish new-comers to elect Fernando 
Wood as mayor of New York. For ten points, name this New York City political machine, 
named for a Delaware Indian chief and closely associated with its boss, William Marcy Tweed. 

Answer: _Tammany_ Hall (accept: _Columbian Ordec, Society of St. _Tammany~ 

2. Its title alludes to a saying uttered by Jesus and quoted in Matthew 7:12; based on George 
Whetstone's _Promos and Cassandra_, it later became the source of Wagner's opera _Das 
Liebesverboc. The plot centers around Isabella, the virtuous and beautiful sister of Claudio, 
who has recently been sentenced to die for seducing his betrothed Juliet under a recently
revived anti-fornication law. For ten points, identify this Shakespearean comedy in which Duke 
Vicentio disguises himself as Friar Lodowick to watch the enforcement of law in his supposed 
absence. 

Answer: _Measure For Measure_ 

3. His nephew Gustav won a Nobel in physics in 1925 for his work with atomic excitation, 38 
years after this man accidentally discovered the photoelectric effect. An assistant to Hermann 
von Helmholtz at Berlin, he taught at Kiel and Karlsruhe, where he decided to prove Maxwell's 
equations. For ten points, name this German physicist who in 1887 successfully produced 
electromagnetic radiation for the fIrst time, thus laying the foundations for radio,television, and 
radar. 

Answer: Heinrich Rudolf _Hertz_ 

4. When the sun goddess Amaterasu hid in a cave and plunged the world into darkness to protest 
her brother's demement of heaven, the other gods lured her out with a bird perched on one of 
these. Often painted bright red, there are up to three of these structures per temple, the 
innermost one signaling the presence of kami. For ten points, name this symbol of Shinto which 
marks the outside border of most sacred spaces. 

Answer: _Torii_ gate or shrine ("TOR-ee-ee") 

5. It includes newspaper fragments, snatches of living dialogue, and letters that give a sense of 
belonging to contemporary man. Written from 1946 to 1958, its author's notes included plans 
for a book six of this poem, whose title character is a projection of the poet himself and also a 
metaphor for a New Jersey City. For ten points, name this epic work in verse by William Carlos 
Williams. 

Answer: _Paterson_ 

6. He created a new hairstyle when he parted the hair of Louis XIV during a sitting, and his 
1665 bust of the French king set a standard for royal portraits that lasted a century. In 1669, he 
designed a massive fIreworks display to celebrate the victory over Crete. He is better known, 
however, for the three-dimensional figures he sculpted for the tombs of Urban VIII and 



Alexander VII, two of the eight popes he served. For ten points, name this Baroque sculptor 
and architect best known for his work on Saint Peter's Basilica. 

Answer: Gian Lorenzo _Bernini_ 

7. In 1944, American chemists Robert Woodward and William Doering synthesized it from coal 
tar. It was possibly discovered by Jesuit missionaries to Peru around 1640, and cultivated trees 
in Indonesia produced superior supplies and saved the depleting South American source. For 
ten points, name this alkaloid, derived principally from the bark of the Cinchona tree, which is 
an effective antipyretic and remedy for malaria. 

Answer: _Quinine_ 

8. An authority on organ construction and an accomplished organist, he advocated playing Bach 
in a simple, undistorted style. As an author, he wrote about Indian religion and philosophy and 
the historical character of Jesus, and in 1933 published the autobiographical _Out of my Life 
and ThoughC. He is best known, however, for working to combat leprosy and sleeping 
sickness at the mission he founded in Lambarene, Gabon, in 1913. For ten points, name this 
Alsatian theologian-missionary, who preached "reverence for life" and won the 1952 Nobel 
Peace Prize. . 

Answer: Albert _Schweitzec 

9. Charles Darwin made an important stop here in 1832, and important physical features are 
now named Mount Darwin and the Beagle Strait in honor of the occasion. The highest 
mountain is Sarmiento, and the provincial capital, Ushuaia, is the southernmost city in the 
world. Dutch explorer Willem Shouten gave it its name, just after losing one of his ships to a 
fire after rounding Cape Horn. For ten points, name this archipelago separated from the South 
American mainland by the Strait of Magellan and owned jointly by Chile and Argentina. 

Answer: _Tierra Del Fuego_ 

10. A September, 1993 Sixth District Court case held that a defendant has the right to testify 
what his sentence would be if convicted in hopes of producing this. An example might be when 
a juror thinks "even though John Peter Zenger has violated the law, the law itself is unjust. 
Therefore, John Peter Zenger is not guilty." For ten points, name this principle which claims 
that a jury is impaneled to judge not only the application of the law to the facts of any given 
case, but also the law itself. 

Answer: jury nullification_ 

11. Its canonical texts were the Italian _Four Books of Sentences_, writings of early Church 
fathers, the Bible, and commentaries by Aristotle. Its members maintained that since God was 
the source of all knowledge, discrepancies between reason and God's revelation were due to 
human error; its main goal was to synthesize Christianity and Aristotelian philosophy. For ten 
points, name this school of philosophy popular in late medieval times with such thinkers as John 
Duns Scotus and Thomas Aquinas. 

Answer: _Scholasticism_ 

12. It is also a case of the Gamma distribution with Beta equal to two. Take a standardized 
difference in proportions statistic, multiply it by itself and the result will follow this distribution 



if the true proportions are identical. One may also extend this to samples with several 
categories to see if they could reasonably be the same distribution. For ten points, name this 
distribution also used to test hypotheses of independent variables. 

Answer: _Chi Square_ (Accept: _Chi Square_ with _one_ degree of freedom) 

13. Rumors have swirled for months that this group has convinced Nelson Mandela to help 
mediate at peace talks, at the same time that the organization planned to move its headquarters 
from London to South Mrica in the wake of new British anti-terrorism legislation. The group 
has also been accused of committing the first documented acts of cyber-terrorism by sending 
hundreds of emails in two weeks to the embassies of its Sinhalese rival. For ten points, name 
this organization that since 1983 has been fighting for a minority homeland in Sri Lanka. 

Answer: _Tamil Tigers_ or _L_iberation_T_igers of _T_amil_E_elam 

14. In his first play, _The Maids_, two women take turns playing the role of their mistress after 
betraying that woman's lover to the police; that work, like his later _The Balcony_, showed his 
interest in the theatre of the absurd. Convicted of theft for the tenth time in 1947, he was 
sentenced to life in prison but was pardoned at the request of Jean-Paul Sartre and Jean Cocteau. 
For ten points, name this French writer of such works as _The Thief's Journal_, _Funeral 
Rites_, and _Our Lady of the Flowers_. 

Answer: Jean _Genec 

15. Its leading export has traditionally been peanuts, though the government recently began a 
program to diversify the economy and expand trade beyond agriculture and tourism. The 
smallest country on the Mrican mainland, its official language is English and its ethnic groups 
include the Mandingo, the Fulani, and the Wolof, the last of whom live mainly in the capital, 
Banjul. For ten points, name this country surrounded on three sides by Senegal. 

Answer: The _Gambia_ 

16. Setting a soap-opera first, former President Ford, his wife, and Henry Kissinger appeared as 
guests at a ball in a December 1983 episode of this series. In 1984, the family traveled to 
Moldavia to see Amanda married to Prince Michael, but revolutionaries interrupted the 
wedding. Much of the final season involved the investigation resulting from the discovery of a 
mummified body found in a lake of the Carrington estate. For ten points, name this ABC series 
which starred Linda Evans and Joan Collins and tried to duplicate the success of _Dallas_. 

Answer: _Dynasty_ 

17. In 1810 at age 15, he joined the rebels, becoming Bolivar's friend and lieutenant., and he 
commanded the revolutionary troops at their final victory over the Spanish in 1824 at 
Ayacucho. In 1826 he became Bolivia's first president, but resigned in 1828 and was 
assassinated two years later while returning from a congress that met in Bogota to preserve the 
unity of Gran Colombia. For ten points, name this revolutionary for whom Bolivia's official 
capital is named. 

Answer: Antonio Jose de _Sucre_ 

18. His name means "sour cream" in Russian, and he died deaf in an insane asylum, suffering 
from syphilis. He tried to found a music school with the help of Franz Liszt and became a 



teacher to the deposed Emperor Ferdinand; he first met success as a composer when he worked 
in Sweden in 1856, but most of his operas, such as _Daliboc, _The Two Widows_, and _The 
Brandenburgers in Bohemia_, never caught on at home. For ten points, name this Czech 
composer of _The Bartered Bride_and _Ma VlasC. 

Answer: Bedrich _Smetana_ 

19. In 1909 he worked as a farm-hand and played semi-professional baseball in North Carolina. 
Returning to Carlisle, Pennsylvania, he played halfback and made the All-American team with 
his scoring records. Nevertheless, his baseball career raised eligibility doubts about his 
accomplishments of 1912. For ten points, who did the International Olympic Committee 
posthumously restore pentathlon and decathlon gold medals to in 1982? 

Answer: James Francis (Jim) _Thorpe_ 

20. His father, Wilhelm, was a founder of the German Social Democratic Party. He first came 
to prominence in 1904, when he defended propertyless peasants accused of revolutionary 
activity; in 1907, he was sent to jail for writing _Militarism and Anti-Militarism_, before 
leading anti-war demonstrations and opposing the government in the Reichstag. For ten points, 
name this co-founder of the German Communists, killed with Rosa Luxembourg in the 
Spartacist uprising after W orId War I. 

Answer: Karl_LiebknechC 

21. Among its finest examples are the Somerset House in London by Sir William Chambers, 
and the Customs House in Dublin by James Gandon. This architectural style had a 
contemporary cousin in the United States called the Federal Style. For ten points, name the 
neoclassical type of design popular during the reigns of the British Kings between 1715 and 
1820. 

Answer: _ Georgian_ 



Questions on the Crum VITI, 1999 
Boni by Carnegie-Mellon (Bill Tressler), Bryce Avery, and University of Oklahoma 

1. 5-10-15. Given a description, name the Willa Cather novel. 

a) The Shimerda family are immigrants from Bohemia in this novel, which is structured around 
the narrator, Jim Borden's, memories of the title character. 

Answer: _My Antonia_ 

b) Nineteenth-century Frenchman Jean Latour does mission work among New Mexican Indians 
in this work, which caused many readers to assume that Cather had converted to Catholicism. 

Answer: _Death Comes For The Archbishop_ 

c) The main character of this novel, Cather's favorite work, rises from small town origins in 
Colorado to become a soprano at New York's Metropolitan Opera House. 

Answer: The_Song Of The Lark_ 

2. Name these chemical compounds on a 15-5 basis. 

15) It combines with chlorine to form phosgene and in the presence of a catalyst with hydrogen 
to form methyl alcohol. 

5) When inhaled it combines with hemoglobin to prevent absorption of oxygen. 
Answer: _Carbon Monoxide_ (CO) 

15) It was obtained by Scottish chemist Joseph Black through the decomposition of chalk and 
limestone. Commercially, it is purified by dissolving it in ethanolamine and heating the solution 
with steam. 

5) In its solid form, it is a refrigerant twice as effective as water ice, and produces an inert 
atmosphere that reduces bacterial growth. 

Answer: _Carbon Dioxide_ (C02) 

3. 30-20-10. Name the painter. 

30) He was once commissioned to paint portrait of Rutherford B. Hayes; when the president 
was pictured in shirtsleeves, the work was pronounced a scandal and discarded. 

20) He was a close collaborator with the photographer Eadweard Muybridge, whom he helped 
with his famous photos of running horses; he is also known for his paintings of people in 
motion, such as _Swimmin!L. 

10) A professor of anatomy, he is best known for works such as _Mending the Nee, _Miss van 
Buren_, and _The Gross Clinic_. 



Answer: Thomas _Eakins_ (pronounced "AY-kins") 

4. Answer the following questions about events preceding the Thirty Years War. 5-10-15. 

a) As their worship rights were chipped away, Bohemian Protestants demanded that Ferdinand 
II intervene. When he did not, churchgoers invaded his palace and captured two ministers 
committed this act 

Answer: The _Defenestration of Prague_ 

b) Although the Thirty Year's War began in 1618, tensions had smoldered since 1555 when the 
Holy Roman Emperor and the Lutheran princes signed a religious agreement. Where was this 
treaty granting tolerance among the different denominations signed? 

Answer: _Augsbur~ 

c) What was the alliance of Protestant cities and Princes formed in 1608, whose Bohemian arm 
played a role in the Defenestration of Prague? 

Answer: The _Evangelical Union_ 

5. Name these people in the myth of Perseus for the stated number of points: 

5) Zeus impregnated this mother of Perseus by appearing to her as a shower of gold. 
Answer: _Danae_ 

10) This grandfather of Perseus and father of Danae was told by an oracle that his grandson 
would kill him, and therefore ordered that the pair be locked in a chest and thrown into the sea. 

Answer: _Acrisius_ 

10) Perseus promised the head of Medusa as a wedding present to this man, the lecherous king 
of Seriphos who wanted to marry Danae. 

Answer: _Polydectes_ 

5) Mter killing Medusa, Perseus saved this Ethiopian maiden from a serpent and then asked for 
her hand in marriage. 

Answer: _Andromeda_ 

6.30-20-10. Name the American. 

30) In 1838 he superintended the removal of the Cherokee from Georgia to a reservation west of 
the Mississippi. 

20) He was taken prisoner at the Battle of Queenstown Heights on the Canadian frontier, but 
was later named a major general for his role in the 1814 Battle of Lundy's Lane. 



10) In the Mexican War, he led the US campaign from Veracruz to Mexico City and occupied 
the National Palace in 1847. 

Answer: Winfield _Scott_ 

7. Given a clue, identify the narrator of the following Canterbury Tales FIPE. 

a) Three men seek Death but find a pile of gold instead; they end up killing each other over it, 
thereby finding what they had originally sought. 

Answer: The _Pardo nee 

b) In his story, Theseus of Athens defeats Creon at Thebes, and Theban cousins Palamon and 
Arcite (AR-kit-ee) fight for the hand of Hippolyta's sister Emily. 

Answer: The _KnighC 

c) He tells two tales, beginning with the story of Sir Thopas; when the Host mocks that verse 
tale as "mere doggerel," however, he then tells of the misfortunes of Melibee. 

Answer: Geoffrey _ Chaucer_ 

8. Answer these fIlm questions FfPE. 

a) In this 1940 fIlm, heiress Tracy Lord throws out her husband C.K. Dexter Haven, who then 
returns two years later to keep her from remarrying. 

Answer: The _Philadelphia Story_ 

b) This event, also called Project Rainbow, involved the USS Eldridge and was made into a 
1984 film starring Nancy Allen and featuring time travelers Michael Pare (-AY) and Bobby Di 
Cicco. 

Answer: The _Philadelphia Experimenc 

c) He directed 1998's _Beloved_, 1991's _The Silence of the Lambs_, and 1993's 
_Philadelphia_. 

Answer: Jonathan _Demme_ 

9. Identify these rocks and minerals FIPE. 

a) This is not a single mineral, but rather a group of aluminum silicates of either potassium, 
sodium, or calcium. Members of the group include Andesine, Albite, and Sanidine. 

Answer: _Feldspae 

b) Composed of silicon dioxide, this form of quartz receives its purple coloring from such 
impurities as iron and manganese. 

Answer: _Amethysc 



c) It is fonned by the precipitation of calcium sulfate from seawater. When heated, it is 
converted into plaster of paris. 

Answer: _Gypsum_ 

10. 5-10-15. Identify these bit players in the Lewinsky scandal. 

a) In October 1998 he took out an ad in the _ Washington_ Post offering up to a million dollars 
to any woman who could prove an affair with a high government official.\ 

Answer: Larry _Flync 

b) He parlayed his mother's 15 minutes of fame into a new career, contributing pieces on the 
scandal to the _New Y orkec and _Slate_, appearing on _Nightline_ and _Politically Incorrecc, 
and winning a contributing editorship at the _National Review_. 

Answer: Jonah _Goldber~ 

c) This former owner of the _New York Post_ gave Paula Jones 1 million dollars to drop an 
appeal of her lawsuit. . 

Answer: Abe _Hirschfeld_ 

11. 5-10-15. Given the following clues, identify the French composers. 

5) The organist of the Church of the Madeleine in Paris, he is known for his _Organ 
Symphony _, a variation of which was the theme to the movie _Babe_, as well as _The Carnival 
of the Animals_. 

Answer: Camille _Saint-Saens_ 

10) Like his teacher Saint-Saens, this man was also the organist at the Church of the Madeleine; 
he wrote the opera _Penelope_, the cycle _The Good Song_, and his 1887 _Requiem_, for 
which he is most famous. 

Answer: Gabriel Urbain _Faure_ 

15) A student of Faure, she taught at both the Paris Conservatoire and the American 
Conservatory in Fontainebleau. She stopped composing after the death of her sister Lill. 

Answer: Nadia Juliette _Boulangec (BOO-Ian-jay) 

12. Answer the following questions about Indonesian geography FTSNOP. 

5) Name the second largest island which is, in part in Indonesia,which it shares with Malaysia 
and Brunei. 

Answer: _Borneo_ 



15) Give the name for the part of Borneo that belongs to Indonesia. 
Answer: _Kalimantan_ 

10) This island, the largest in eastern Indonesia and the fourth largest island of which Indonesia 
owns part, is separated from Borneo by the Makasar Strait. 

Answer: _Sulawesi_ or _ Celebes_ 

13. Name the writer. 30-20-10. 

30) Born Elizabeth Jane Cochrane, she took her pen name from a Stephen Foster song. 

20) She retired from journalism when she married in 1895 and took over her husband's 
companies when he died; in that capacity, she introduced the steel barrel to the distilling and ran 
her plants as social experiments. 

10) A pathbreaking investigative reporter, she is best known for two works, one named _Ten 
Days in a Madhouse_ and another subtitled _Around the World in Seventy-Two Days_, both of 
which she wrote while a reporter for the _New York World_. 

Answer: Nellie _Bly_ 

14. Given a discovery of physics, name the year in which it occurred FTPE. You will receive 
five points if you are within five years. 

a) Planck discovers his constant h. 
Answer: _1900_ (accept: 1890-1910) 

b) Alessandro Volta develops the chemical battery. 
Answer: _1800_ (accept: 1795-1805) 

c) Carl David Anderson discovers the anti-electron. 
Answer: _1932_ (accept: 1927-1937) 

15. Answer these questions about the adventures of Hercules FTSNOP. 

10) His part in the quest for the Golden Fleece came to an abrupt end when this young man, 
whom Herc loved dearly, was kidnapped by a water nymph. Hercules ran away seeking him and 
the Argo went on its way. 

Answer: _Hylas_ 

10) Hercules is most famous for his twelve labors, which he undertook as penance for killing 
this woman, his first wife, in a fit of madness sent by Hera. 

Answer: _Megara_ 



5 pts apiece) The original contract with Eurystheus was for ten labors, but two of his first ten 
were invalidated. For five points each, identify these two nullified labors. 

Answers: Killing The Lemean _Hydra_ (2nd labor) and Cleaning The _Augean Stables_ 
(5th labor) 

16. 5 for one, 10 for two, 20 for three, or 30 points for all four, answer these questions about 
movie soundtracks. 

a) This group has a song on _The Breakfast Club_ soundtrack, but you probably remember them 
telling us _Everyone Have Fun Tonighe. 

Answer: _Wang Chun~ 

b) He is featured on the _Back to the Future_ album, and he produced the hit song _It's in the 
Way That You Use Ie for _The Color Of Money_. 

Answer: Eric _Clapton_ 

c) When he sang Jack, the Pumpkin King in _The Nightmare Before Christmas_, he sounded 
very different than his Oingo Boingo lyrics. 

Answer: Danny _Elfman_ 

d) On this 1984 movie's soundtrack you can find Patti LaBelle's _New Attitude_ and Glenn 
Frey's _The Heat is On_. 

Answer: _Beverly Hills Cop_ 

17. Pencils and paper ready! Draw a two-by-two matrix where, from left to right, the first row 
is 1 and 3 and the second row is 3 and 1. 

a) For 10 points, calculate the determinant. (Moderator, allow 10 seconds.) 
Answer: _-8_ (1- 9) 

b) Now calculate each of the two eigenvalues, 10 points for one and 25 for both. (Moderator, 
allow 20 seconds.) 

Answers: _4_ and _-2_ 

18. Many historians believe that Josef Stalin's Great Terror began on December 1, 1934, when 
Leningrad's Communist Party leader was murdered. Answer the following questions FfSNOP. 

10) Identify this Politburo member who was seen by Stalin as a potential rival, and who, the 
following year, became the namesake of a ballet company. 

Answer: Sergei _Kirov_ 

15) Name the embittered young man who actually killed Kirov, out of anger at his expulsion 
from the party. 



Answer: Leonid _Nikolaev_ 

5) As another part of the Great Terror, Stalin had several leaders of the KPP killed, which was 
the Communist Party of what other nation? 

Answer: _Poland_ 

19. 30-20-10. Name the author. 

30) _ Vittoria_ ; _The Ordeal of Richard Feverel_ 
20) _Diana of the Crossways_; _The Amazing Marriage_ 
10) _Modem Love_ ; _The EgoisC 

Answer: George _Meredith_ 

20. FTPA, given the group persecuted by the Nazis, give the color of the triangle that members 
of that groups had to wear. 

a) Gay men. 
Answer: _Pink:_ 

b) Half Jews 
Answer: _Yellow_ 

c) Lesbians and Feminists 
Answer: _Black_ 


